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Abstract 

This paper presents the optimization of injection molding techniques 
carried out through the parameterization of the process variables and an 
intensive use of multi-objective genetic algorithms. Starting from a 
simple case of injection molding, in order to set up the evaluation criteria, 
several output variables have been checked to measure the improvements 
achieved in the molded part. The flow analysis of the resin shot during the 
filling phase, is initially, focused on velocity and thermal distribution to 
prevent defects due to non-uniform thermo-fluid dynamic situations. 
Afterwards, taking into account a part molded with the G.A.I.M. 
technique, the optimization issues have been concentrated on the gas 
bubble guidance into the part to achieve a deeper penetration into rib-gas 
channels and, at the same time, to avoid undesirable penetration into thin-
thickness areas. 

1. Introduction 

The present state of plastic production reflects a growing reality in terms of research 
demand and money investments where manufactures are to produce components 
more and more complex, when industrial common sense pushes to drastically 
reduction of time to market and therefore design time.  

In this paper will be taken into account a novel molding technique which is used 
very frequently in recent production: gas assisted injection molding (G.A.I.M.). This 
technique adds few parameters to actual intricateness of molding process as we 
introduce a new element of the problem, the gas; we are supposed to be able to deal 
with this increased complexity. Reality seems to be different. The machinery set up 
before a molding session becomes a tricky and expensive try and error work. There 
is an evident lack of knowledge about the behavior of the flow inside the mold 
cavity. Thus, arises the need to assist this process with advanced analysis tools like 
molding simulation software or the introduction of thermal and pressure sensor into 
the mold.  

As regard the CAE approach, it is possible to simulate the flow behavior of the 
resin during the filling of the molding process and to predict every kind of possible 
defect in achieving an acceptable result. But, most of cases are not simple cases. We 
could count some a dozen of input variables regarding the GAIM problem. What 
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should be the optimal input data set to pass on information to mold machinery 
technicians?  

To add a crucial value to simulation analysis we shall apply design optimization 
at large to drive molding simulation towards an acceptable solution or towards a 
group of good solutions. 

2.  Overview of a new technology: Gas Assisted 
Injection Molding 

As regards injection molding of plastic material we can trace rough outlines 
considering a cavity, a flow of resin melt freezing in proximity to the internal walls 
of the mold and, after a time delay, the injection of a high pressure stream of gas  
which tries to core out thick sections filled by melt. Figure 1 illustrates clearly this 
technology. 

 

 
Figure 1: three steps during GAIM process: resin filling, gas injection, ready to eject. 

 
The gas injection begins a delay time after the resin injection has stopped. In 

some cases resin fills almost completely the part (full shot) before gas injection 
phase, therefore, the exceeding resin will be pushed in overflow cavities allowing 
the emptying of thick sections [2]. 

We could summarize advantages of this technology as follows: 
• Weight savings of the part due to emptied channels. 
• Resizing of mold machineries following a reduction of the clamping force. It 

is possible to use cheaper machineries to mold a component with the same 
geometrical extensions. 

• Increasing of the structural stiffness of the part due to an easy dimensioning of 
ribs (gas channels) across the component. 

• The packing action of the gas prevents warpage and eliminates sink marks. 
There will be an overall aesthetic improvement. 

 

3. Problem description 

Let us consider the component in Figure 2, the interest suggested by this 
simplified object is based on the increasing production of frame-shape components, 
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e.g. light frames in automotive industry, priory accomplishing aesthetical 
requirements. 

 
Figure 2: C-Frame moldable component 

We can observe that there is a long path in the component to empty by the gas 
(violet colored). Resin injection point is situated upwards in the cold runner at the 
center of the figure, whereas, the gas inlets in the cavity at the beginning of the left 
branch of the frame. 

The component measures 10 mm thickness all along the C-path. The polymer 
selected for the simulation is Polycarbonate (PC), whose rheological behavior is 
described by the simulation solver (CADMOULD version 6.3) database   once 
selected the Bayer Makrolon®-2805  PC. Cavity surface is supposed to be at the 
same uniform temperature. 

If we consider a real industrial production of components like this frame, we can 
imagine that successful injections alternate with scrap moldings. Thus, in the 
following paragraphs, will be presented a brief classification of unsuccessful 
molding cases.  

Besides, to achieve acceptable result, in the GAIM design we should not 
overlook a fundamental aspect of industrial series production: cycle-time savings, 
which obviously lead to direct cost reduction. Indeed, as a design engineer, it’s 
better to offer a lower improvement in part quality and a strong reduction on the 
cycle-time, rather than the opposite. Chief engineers acceptance of optimized design 
studies depends heavily on focusing skillfully the same trades-off he has already 
drawn. 

Thus, we add the cycle time equation that depends on molding parameters, as 
follows: 
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where, tE, is the Minimum Cooling Time required by the component before ejection. 
This time depends on, thermal diffusivity, α , plate thickness, h, and mold wall 
temperature, TW, melt temperature, TM, ejection temperature, TE. 

2.1 Molding defects 

There are different defectiveness levels analyzing a molding injected plastic 
component, some of them are properly related to aesthetical issues such as opaque 
spots, sink marks, air traps, burn marks etc. Let us consider those unacceptable 
events that prevent not only good surface finishing, but even the part molding 
outcome. 

Once injected, gas bubble is forced to flow in the cavity partially filled by melted 
resin; gas flow preferable directions are the least resistance courses such as thick 
sections (even if, it could overflow into thin regions) and high melt temperature 
zones. When gas stream gets ahead of the resin flow front a break-through causes a 
serious molding failure (figure 3).   

 
Figure 3: gas break-through 

If gas velocity is too low to core out thick sections, gas will not be able to push 
the plastic in front of it to finish filling the cavity (figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: incomplete filling 
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Another problem due to wrong spread of gas into the rib path is exceeding resin 
optimal filling limit causing an incomplete hollow of thick sections (Figure 5a). 
Then substantial thermal differences (Figure 5b) will bring to unacceptable warpage 
once ejected the component. 

 
 

 

b) a) 

 
Figure 5: a) Incomplete gas penetration. b) Thermal distribution [°C] 

 
Thus, a controlled spread of gas along the rib-path is a key of success of GAIM 

processes preventing unacceptable molding situations. However, the stream of gas 
depends on many parameters such as temperatures, injection pressure, injection 
delay times and it is a serious problem determine an appropriate molding set up. 
GAIM requires a different approach to the problem since the part designer is even 
more important than ever with regard to gas ribs displacement [6]. Part designer 
shall deal with problems normally peculiar to process engineers; he has to become a 
molding expert even before tracing a line of the article. It rarely happens, even if is 
desirable a strengthen collaboration between process engineers and part designers in 
order to realize a useful CAE integration as well. 

2.2 Selection of input variables 

The comprehension of design problems begins with the identification of their 
variables. In some cases it isn’t so obvious to recognize a variable from a constant 
parameter; in the beginning there could be a lack of knowledge of what we are going 
to analyze and only after some time we would be able to frame the design 
environment.  

In this work, the starting point in input variables selection is the need to offer to 
machine operator and process engineers a complete list of exhaustive data to set up 
correctly molding machines.  

Let us subdivide the parameters in three categories as follows: 
• Resin variables: 

o Injection time (1 pressure stage) 
o Filling percentage 
o Melt temperature 
o Inlet point location (x,y,z coordinates values) 

• Gas (Figure 6) 
o Injection times (3 injection stages) 
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o Injection pressure (3 values) 
o Inlet point location (x,y,z coordinates values) 

• Mold 
o Uniform wall temperature 

 

 

Figure 6: gas injection pressure in GAIM process 

The component taken into account in this study has already located gas and resin 
injection point. There are 10 input variables. As everybody can realize there are such 
a number of parameters to vary that the use of optimization methods becomes 
necessary, in order to discover an optimal solution without tackle a large set of trials.  

3 Feeding GAIM Solver with Optimization 
oriented data 

The growing demand of powerful analysis tools in plastic engineering, on the one 
hand the re reflects quest to shorten design time and, on the other hand, reflects the 
necessity to assist more and more innovative molding techniques not earlier 
experienced.  

Hence, CAE methodologies could really add a crucial value to project design 
only if there is a full exploitation of the resources. As regards software and CPU 
utilization it would be desirable to launch one simulation by the other in order to 
gather the larger amount of information as faster as possible. To avoid information 
wasting the molding solver will be driven by an optimization tool.  

3.1 Modeling the reality 

Molding modeling topics regard mainly the polymer rheological behavior and finite 
element meshing of the component. 

The polymer viscosity responds to a Non-Newtonian law (Figure 7), thus, it is 
used a Carreau model to fit the real viscosity curve [1][4].  
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Figure 7: Viscosity-shear rate curve [5] 

As regards Carreau model of viscosity the equation is: 
 
   (2) 
 

where, η0, is the viscosity at the Newtonian plateau and γ& is the shear rate. 
Thermo-dynamical properties of the resin will satisfy a 7-coefficient model as 

follows: 
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where v is specific volume and k1,…,k7 are data collected by resin suppliers 
databases. 

The modeling of polymer rheology allows realistic simulations of the flow inside 
a cavity and the following cooling and freezing phenomena as well. However, what 
compromise the overall modeling effectiveness in GAIM simulations is to realize 
the geometrical model of the component. 

Currently, GAIM solvers work only with thin shell model. Thin shell 
representation of three-dimensional reality simplifies volumetric geometries in 
surfaces. Such surfaces retain among finite elements (normally triangular elements) 
properties volumes information through cross section thickness values (Figure 8).  

 
Figure 8: thin shell modeling 
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Therefore, molding solver will virtually subdivide cross sections of the mold 
cavity into n-layers averaging out fluid dynamics values and solving only the mean 
surface (Figure 8)  

Initially, categories of articles molded through this technology were simple 
hollow parts or thin-wall parts with gas-channel webs. In such cases thin shell 
modeling allowed good results in terms of reliability. Some times, even if 
acceptable, thin shell meshes and real parts looks quite different. Unfortunately it 
involves some problems as refers to chief engineers acceptance of simulated results. 

The C-frame mesh, analyzed in this paper, is, nevertheless, very reliable even 
using a reduced number of triangular elements (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9: real and modeled component 

3.2 Optimization set up 

Designers engineers usually are supposed to provide some fundamental information 
in order to apply optimization methods to their needs. Multiobjective Optimization 
(MO) needs a proper definition of the problem parameters in order to satisfy any 
precise goal, thus, we have to characterize input and output variables, constraints 
and, most important, objectives.  

As focused during workshops in Optimization in Industry III conference, there is 
a great flexibility between input variables, objectives and constraints throughout 
design optimization: some constraints could become objectives likewise we could 
consider an input variable such a constraint.  

Coupling GAIM solvers and MO software tools requires a meticulous 
characterization of design elements in order to go efficiently towards optimal 
solutions [3]. MO logic implicit in commercial software FRONTIER (environment 
for design optimization) starts up with the definition of design parameters dominion, 
then it goes on the arrangement of initial DOE design and, once settled a convenient 
optimization algorithm, it drives GAIM solver (in this case, CADMOULD) 
attempting to optimize such simulated solutions. FRONTIER-CADMOULD 
coupling is carried out through the realization of a friendly-user process flow that 
manages data flow (files) and application (pre and post processors, solvers) (Figure 
10). 
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Figure 10: FRONTIER-CADMOULD coupling flow chart 

Let us summarize input variables ranges (Table 1). Starting lower and upper 
bounds of each parameter are deliberately settled keeping wide ranges in order to not 
restrict MOGA design exploration typical performances.  

Bounds 
 Input Parameters 

Lower Upper 
 Resin variables   

Injection time [s] 1.00 10.00 
Filling percentage [%] 40.0 90.0 
Melt temperature [°C] 280 320 

 Gas Injection   
Time (1st stage) [s] 0.00 5.00 
Pressure  (1st stage) [bar] 10.0 150.0 
Time (2nd stage) [s] 0.00 2.00 
Pressure  (2nd stage) [bar] 10.0 150.0 
Time (3rd stage) [s] 0.00 4.00 
Pressure  (3rd stage) [bar] 10.0 150.0 

 Mold   
Uniform wall temperature [°C] 70 100 

Table 1: input variables 

Design objectives will be to minimize ejection time, described by Equation (1) 
and maximize gas penetration in the part (drawback well represented in Figure 5) 
respecting as a constraint that the mold cavity must be completely filled (defects 
displayed in Figure 3 & 4). The output parameter that measures the spread of gas 
bubble across the C-frame is the number of nodes with a gas-resin ratio is greater 
than a certain value ensuring in such region. Thus, a node with gas-ratio equal to 
50% indicates that in that point the cross section is half hollowed by gas. 

Once achieved a precise problem characterization in terms of parameters 
dominions, fitness definitions, objectives and constraints we could run an 
optimization stage. 
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GA needs commonly the creation of an initial “community” of designs that is 
expected to evolve towards an optimum. For this reason we selected 50 designs 
through a random DOE [7].    

Since FRONTIER system allows to suite the scheduler to the specific design 
optimization, following specifications are settled:  
• MOGA steady (Pareto dominance ranking fitness functions) 
• 10 generations 
• 0.7 probability of directional 
• 0.05 probability of selection 
• 0.05 probability of mutation 
• Elitism enabled 
• Constraint treatment to penalize objectives 

3.3 Optimization run 

As concerning calculation resources exploitation, MOGA enables concurrent design 
evaluations bringing to exploitation of multi-CPU based systems or cluster systems 
(in this study, GAIM solver is installed in a double CPU Pentium based PC). 

 
Figure 11: objectives history chart 

As far as MOGA performs a wide design space exploration, objectives history 
charts display scatter results (Figure 11) even if a convergence towards optimal 
designs it is recognizable as well. 

We can visualize input parameters convergence through a parallel coordinates 
diagram (Figure 12). Each line corresponds to a single design; red lines act as filter 
of large amount of calculated they cutting off unfeasible solutions and error designs. 
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This plot illustrates how design space boundaries have been narrowed leading to the 
discovery of optimal input data set. 

 
     Figure 12: parallel coordinates chart 

Most important aspect of Multi Objective optimizations is that they provide 
choices and alternatives. Solving this specific GAIM problem, MO enhanced design 
effectiveness as far as it offers to project team a reliable set of high-ranking process 
solutions, supporting further decisions in terms of objectives trade offs.  

A reliable visualization of a two objective optimization outcome is the OBJ1 vs. 
OBJ2 chart where optimal designs spread over the Pareto frontier (Figure 13). 

 
Figure 13: Pareto frontier chart 
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At this point we are able to choose the Pareto design that better answer to 
original project purposes. 

 Design (a) Design (b) Design (c) 
Ejection Time [s] 21.7 22.9 29.1 
Gas Penetration [# nodes] 174 334 393 
Cavity Filling [%] 100 100 100 

Table 2: Pareto designs 

Table 2 gives an idea of the Pareto designs boundaries. Optimal designs fit the 
Pareto frontier in the mid points, as a matter of fact Design (b) seems to be a good 
compromise between ejection time and gas penetration. 

Conclusions 

GAIM processes haven’t been experienced, as required by industrial productivity, 
referring both to machine and to design practice. MO approaches provide an 
indispensable instrument to insight this innovative process technique exploiting at 
the best every available resource.  

Frontier System assists effectively each design step, linking together molding 
solver and other engineering commercial codes, gathering and ordering all 
information available, planning calculations and experiments.  

This paper shoes how it is possible arrange Multi-Objective methodologies in a 
industrial reality where, often, innovative design solutions are excepted to remedy an 
unsuccessful production, where “CAE methods” sound like exotic words and are 
apparently applied. 
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